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Architect appointed for $6.5m Aboriginal Cultural and
Visitors Centre
Award-winning Fremantle-based Officer Woods Architects has been appointed to
complete the final design of the City of Cockburn’s proposed $6.5 million Aboriginal
Cultural and Visitors Centre.
Planned for completion by late 2022, the centre will be constructed on the western side
of Bibra Lake, or Walliabup, on Whadjuk Nyungar Boodja (Country).
City of Cockburn Project Development Manager Sarah Robinson said she hoped to
release some updated sketches of the proposed centre in the new year once the
architect had a chance to review the project brief, the approved concept, and site of the
proposed centre.
Ms Robinson said Officer Woods would collaborate with Aboriginal Elders, Traditional
Owners and Aboriginal community members to produce the final design for the site at
Progress Drive, near Bibra Lake Regional Playground.
The centre’s key design themes include the Southwestern snake-necked turtle that
lives in Walliabup, a curved design, fire, water and the integration of nature to ‘bring the
outside in’.
“The location of the building connects strongly with the lake and its surrounding
bushland,” Ms Robinson said.
City of Cockburn Executive Manager Strategy & Civic Support Gail Bowman said the
area around Walliabup was as significant to the Nyungar people as Kings Park.
“Evidence of a 55,000-year-old Aboriginal site in the area, is just one element of its
cultural, environmental and heritage value,” Ms Bowman said.
The Centre will promote and strengthen the area’s rich Nyungar history and living
culture through stories, music, dance, language and art. It will include cultural
education and meeting spaces, art and performance spaces, a visitors information
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centre and a café.
Officer Woods Architects won the 2017 National Architecture Awards Jury Prize for its
design on the East Pilbara Arts Centre, built in Newman in 2016.
For more information on the project, visit the City’s website.
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